Recent discoveries have shown that the very largest Kuiper Belt objects-Eris, 2005 FY9, and Sedna-are coated in methane and may contain other volatile ices as well. New detailed observations show that even within this class of volatile-rich bodies, unexpected differences exist in their surface compositions. 2005 FY9, a body approximately 60% the size of Pluto, with a reflectance spectrum similarly dominated by methane, has a surface depleted in molecular nitrogen by at least an order of magnitude with respect to Pluto. We find that the existence of this new class of volatile-rich objects, the lack of volatiles on most Kuiper Belt objects, and even the otherwise peculiar surface of 2005 FY9 can be explained as a consequence of atmospheric escape of volatile compounds. While previous studies of the surface compositions of objects in the Kuiper Belt have found no explainable patterns, atmospheric escape appears to provide a first-order explanation of the range of surface spectra seen on bodies in the outer solar system.
INTRODUCTION
Pluto and Neptune's satellite Triton have long been known to be covered in methane, molecular nitrogen, and carbon monoxide ices that sublime and form the tenuous atmospheres seen surrounding these bodies (Cruikshank et al. 1976 (Cruikshank et al. , 1993 Cruikshank & Silvaggio 1979; Owen et al. 1993) . Until recently these volatile-rich surfaces appeared to be unique in the outer solar system. A decade of observations of small Kuiper Belt objects (KBOs) found that these bodies were covered in involatile water-ice or had flat spectra with nothing identifiable (Luu & Jewitt 1998 , 2001 Brown et al. 1999; Grundy et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2005) . The recent discoveries of methane on large KBOs Eris, Sedna, and 2005 FY9 have shown that these objects are part of a new class of volatile-rich bodies in the outer solar system Licandro et al. 2006a; Barucci et al. 2005) . Even among these objects, however, there are differences in the relative abundances of the three volatile ices (CH 4 , N 2 , and CO). For example, the spectrum of large KBO 2005 FY9 is dominated by broad absorption features due to long path lengths through solid CH 4 with trace amounts of solid ethane also detected ). The lack of detection of an N 2 absorption feature, the long path lengths of CH 4 , and the detection of ethane were all interpreted as being due to a depletion of at least an order of magnitude of molecular nitrogen relative to methane on 2005 FY9 compared to Pluto .
To understand volatile loss and retention on KBOs, we have constructed a simple model of atmospheric escape that allows us to predict which bodies should be capable of retaining which surface volatile ices to the present day. While it has long been expected that large and cold bodies in the outer solar system should have the potential of retaining their volatile ices (Stevenson 1993) , the recent proliferation of new discoveries in the Kuiper Belt provides us with a range of bodies with varying sizes and orbits on which to test predictions of volatile loss and retention. 
ATMOSPHERIC ESCAPE
The materials from which the bodies in the outer solar system accreted were rich in volatile ices; small primordial bodies such as comets contain several percent fractions of methane, nitrogen, and carbon monoxide (Krankowsky et al. 1986; Eberhardt et al. 1987; Jessberger et al. 1989) . When these volatile ices are accessible to the surface, they will sublime and possibly form a vapor pressure controlled atmosphere. Depending on the mass and temperature of the body, atmospheric escape can occur through a variety of processes.
On Earth, light elements like hydrogen are lost through the thermal evaporation of particles in the high-velocity tail of the Maxwellian distribution through a process known as Jeans escape. On low-mass KBOs, the heavier volatile species (CH 4 , N 2 , and CO) can be efficiently lost via this process. An even faster loss process that can occur on low-mass or high-temperature objects is hydrodynamic escape. This process occurs when the atmosphere flows away from the body at supersonic speeds such as occurs on comets. However, even on Pluto and Triton, where the thermal structures of the atmospheres are well known, it is difficult to calculate a priori from what regime (Jeans or hydrodyamic) escape is occurring. In addition, in cases of bodies with eccentric orbits like Pluto, the escape regime may vary over the course of the orbit (Trafton et al. 1997) .
Of the two processes, Jeans loss provides a lower limit to the escape flux, but even with Jeans loss the escape rate is a very sensitive function of the temperature and height of the exobase, the location from which the escape is occurring. EUV heating of the upper atmosphere can cause the exobase temperature to be greatly elevated over the surface radiative equilibrium temperature, significantly increasing the escape rate. Consequently, the exobase temperature-and thus the true escape rate-cannot be calculated without a detailed knowledge of the thermal structure and composition of the atmosphere. While an accurate estimate of the true escape flux appears impossible, a reasonable lower bound to the escape rate can be found by simply assuming that the exobase is at the surface and by calculating the Jeans escape flux using the surface radiative equilibrium temperature. This calculated escape flux will be lower than any actual flux from any atmosphere where the exobase is elevated above the surface and has a temperature equal to or greater than the surface temperature. The only sit- The lines show the temperatures as a function of radius at which the initial inventories of CH 4 , N 2 , and CO must be lost over the age of the solar system. Note that changing these initial volatile abundances by an order of magnitude does not appreciably change the positions of the lines as they are controlled mainly by the vapor pressures of the compounds. The arrows show the distance each line would congruently shift if we assumed only 10% of the initial volatile inventory is accessible to the surface. The known KBOs are plotted on this figure by considering their equivalent volatile loss temperatures. To find this temperature we calculate the loss of N 2 , CH 4 , and CO at each position in the object's orbit and integrate the total loss over the age of the solar system. We then translate this total mass loss into a temperature corresponding to the temperature of an identical body in a circular orbit that would have experienced the same loss over the age of the solar system. For KBOs with unknown sizes, we assumed an albedo of 0.1 to calculate the size. uations in which this lower bound fails is for an atmosphere with an exobase temperature lower than the surface temperature. All comparable planetary atmospheres suffer EUV heating in the upper atmosphere and have elevated temperatures; thus, we deem this possibility remote and consider the surface Jeans escape rate to be a reasonable lower bound when the details of individual KBO atmospheres are unknown.
We model the Jeans escape flux (Chamberlain & Hunten 1989 ) of CH 4 , N 2 , and CO from a body with radius R with a surface in radiative equilibrium as
is the rate of loss of a given volatile in molecules per dM /dt vol second, is the vapor pressure of a given volatile com-P (T ) vap pound (Lodders & Fegley 1998) at T, the radiative equilibrium temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, m is the molecular mass of a given volatile species, G is the gravitational constant, and M is the mass of the body.
To explore volatile loss on bodies in the outer solar system, we calculated the minimum volatile loss a body of a given size and temperature could have experienced and compared it to the maximum initial volatile inventory it could have accessible to the surface. If a body is capable of losing its total inventory of volatiles through the slowest loss mechanism (Jeans escape assuming the surface radiative equilibrium temperature), examination of other loss processes (such as hydrodynamic escape, Jeans escape occurring from a higher temperature exobase, UV photolysis) is unnecessary as these processes will only deplete volatiles even faster. In addition, the mass of accessible volatile ices may be significantly less than the maximum initial inventory because volatiles may be locked away at depth and shielded from the surface, making depletion of surface volatiles occur even more rapidly. Therefore, for a body of a given size and surface temperature and assuming all volatiles are accessible to the surface, we calculate the total minimum volatile loss from Jeans escape over the age of the solar system.
In Figure 1 we show where this total minimum loss is equal to the approximate initial inventory of these volatiles for a given size and temperature assuming a density of 1.8 g cm Ϫ3 . We assumed initial volatile inventories equal to the maximum gas production rate relative to water released from the nucleus of Halley's comet for CH 4 , N 2 , and CO (0.07, 0.02, and 0.07, respectively; Jessberger et al. 1989 ) and scaled by the rockwater mass fraction of Charon (Gulbis et al. 2006) . Note that changing these initial volatile abundances by an order of magnitude does not appreciably change the positions of the lines in Figure 1 as they are controlled mainly by the vapor pressures of the compounds. Small and hot objects will have lost all of their accessible volatiles due to Jeans escape, while large and cold objects will not have necessarily been depleted in these volatiles via this process. Objects between the extremes are capable of losing some volatile species while retaining others.
In order to model minimum volatile loss on the currently known KBOs, we assume that all bodies began as volatile-rich, high-albedo objects similar to Pluto with all volatiles at the surface equilibrium temperature and accessible to the surface. For each of the known KBOs, we numerically calculate the volatile loss by dividing the object's orbit into small segments and integrating the total loss volatile over the age of the solar system. Finally, we translate this total mass loss into a volatile loss equivalent temperature corresponding to the temperature of an identical mass body in a circular orbit that would have experienced the same loss over the age of the solar system. The equivalent volatile loss temperature for most bodies is very close to the perihelion temperature since most of the loss occurs near perihelion. However, for objects with extremely eccentric orbits the equivalent temperature can be somewhat lower.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The known KBOs divide into three general categories in this analysis (Fig. 1) . (1) The large majority are too small and too hot to have retained any surface volatiles even with this minimum escape mechanism. (2) A small number of the largest objects have such low escape fluxes that even escape mechanisms many orders of magnitudes more effective will not be able to deplete their volatiles. (3) Three objects (2003 EL61, Quaoar, and 2005 FY9) exist near the transition between possible volatile retention and certain volatile loss.
The first two categories predicted by the atmospheric escape model perfectly reflect known KBO surface compositions. No KBOs that are predicted to be too small and hot to preserve volatiles have had volatiles detected on their surfaces, while all of the KBOs that are predicted to be large and cold enough to easily maintain volatiles indeed have had volatiles detected (Table 1) . If volatiles were to be detected on the surface of any of the small hot bodies, their unexpected presence would have Cruikshank et al. 1976; (6) Owen et al. 1993 ; (7) Gulbis et al. 2006; (8) Brown & Calvin 2000; (9) Smith et al. 1989; (10) Cruikshank & Silvaggio 1979; (11) Cruikshank et al. 1993; (12) Rabinowitz et al. 2006; (13) Trujillo et al. 2007; (14) Stansberry et al. 2007; (15) Barucci et al. 2005 ; (16) Licandro et al. 2006a; (17) Brown et al. 2007; (18) Brown & Trujillo 2004; (19) Jewitt & Luu 2004; (20) Brown 2003; (21) de Bergh et al. 2005 ; (22) Trujillo et al. 2005. to be explained by a recent impact or other transient event that liberated stored volatiles from the subsurface or by a geochemical mechanism such as serpentinization that produced volatiles in the interior of the body.
The most interesting behavior occurs for the three objects near the line between certain loss and possible volatile retention. The transition region is also the location where different volatiles will be lost at different rates. For the lower mass or higher temperature bodies, vapor pressure dominates over gravitational attraction, so the volatile species with higher vapor pressures, like N 2 and CO, will escape the fastest. On the higher mass or lower temperature bodies, in contrast, gravitational attraction is dominant and lower molecular weight species, like methane, will escape the fastest.
The first transition object, 2003 EL61, is one of the most unusual bodies in the solar system. This rapidly spinning km body (Rabinowitz et al. 2006 ) has 2000 # 1500 # 1000 a spectrum dominated by water ice and has no evidence for the presence of any volatile ices ). However, the high density, fast rotation rate, and multiple satellite system of 2003 EL61 (Brown et al. 2006b ) suggest that it experienced a disruptive collision where it lost most of its water ice and likely all of its volatiles as well.
Quaoar is also in the transition region between complete volatile loss and possible volatile retention. This object has a water-ice-dominated spectrum with an additional absorption feature at 2.2 mm that has not been seen on any other smaller KBOs. The feature has been interpreted as an absorption due to nonvolatile ammonia ices (Jewitt & Luu 2004) , but it has also been argued to be due to trace amounts of methane on the surface (Brown 2003) , consistent with Quaoar being an object that may still retain some initial volatiles. Higher quality spectra to explore the surface of this object are clearly warranted.
The final transition object is the methane-rich but nitrogendepleted 2005 FY9. 2005 FY9 exists near the region where N 2 must be depleted but CH 4 and CO can possibly remain. The formerly unexplained depletion of nitrogen seen in the spectrum of this object may be explained by differential atmospheric loss of N 2 relative to CH 4 . The presence of volatiles on 2005 FY9 appears to rule out hydrodyamic escape occurring over the age of the solar system on this body. The minimum hydrodynamic escape rate is nearly 2 orders of magnitude greater than the Jeans escape rate for a body of this size and temperature.
Atmospheric loss appears to explain not only the presence and absence of volatiles, but may also be able to explain the balance of the individual volatile ices present bodies of the outer solar system. More detailed modeling would be required to predict more accurate escape rates, but such modeling does not appear necessary for an initial description of the range of spectra presently seen on bodies in the outer solar system. While it is perhaps surprising that the simple lower bound escape rate seems to accurately predict loss on the transition objects, it may be that initial loss rates are higher but that this mechanism is the rate limiting step when objects are close to depleting all of their volatiles. Objects could thus spend significant time periods near this transition region. As more objects are discovered in the Kuiper Belt with high perihelia orbits similar to Sedna's, we expect that all but the smallest of these objects could contain volatile ices on their surfaces and may show depletions in nitrogen similar to 2005 FY9.
